Encinitas

A fantastic display of artwork on the lamp posts along a 6 mile stretch
of historic Coast Highway 101 in Leucadia, Encinitas and Cardiff, California

Auction Guide
Live Auction Sunday, June 7th
[Rich Houk, Auctioneer]

Reception at 1:30pm / Auction at 2pm
Cardiff Town Center (Birmingham and San Elijo)
Presented by:
101

ENCINITAS Small Banners

Located on lamp posts along Hwy. 101 from A St. to F St. (Size 18” x 50”)

1. Diana Bartletti

4. Dody Crawford

Seahorse Swirls

Leonor

Seahorses emerge from swirls to hang out
in a creative tide on the Coast Highway.

Madre hermosa , matriarca de la familia,
amar cuidador : usted es quien amamos
y confianza. Nosotros nunca podemos
agradecerle lo suficiente.

2. Jackie Bond

5. Francine Filsinger

Follow Your Dream

Francine Filsinger is a published,
international award-winning Fine Art
Photographer. She is often found combing
raw desertscapes, the wide reaches of the
Pacific Ocean, or sitting for hours with
an intriguing face, facade or flower. Her
art may be found in fine art publications,
private and museum collections, and is
regularly exhibited in fine art galleries.

The artist’s share of the proceeds will be
donated to the 101 Artists’ Colony.

www.FrancineFilsingerPhotography.com

3. Carolyn Cope

6. Julie Fitch

Sun’s Surprise Peak at the End of a
Dark Day “June Gloom” all day when

On My Way to Monterey

suddenly at the end of the day the sun
broke thru in full regalia. Orange from
top to bottom, reflecting off the ocean.
God came through again with yet another
masterpiece as seen from the balcony of
McNeill House. God’s Original Light Show
Series is every afternoon around sunset.
Check your local listings. Artist always
present. Enjoying this view since 1950 –
Carolyn Roy Cope
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I am a modern impressionist painter. I
paint in the plein air tradition for most
of my paintings. I love the beauty of
the California landscape, and capturing
the essence of our beautiful state in a
painting. I also paint in the studio, painting
still life’s and larger studio works from my
plein air pieces. Thank you for viewing my
artwork.
juliefitchartwork@gmail.com

7. Michelle Gonzalez

11. Ingrid Hoffmeister

My banner this year is of the Museum of
Man in Balboa Park. We are celebrating
the 100 year anniversary in 2015. There
will be many special activities in the
park throughout the year. My studio is in
Spanish village, number 6. I am proud to
be part of the celebration of San Diego’s
history! Life is good!

I believe everyone has a creative spirit.
Painting is just one way to express this
manifestation. Once we leave our judge
behind, the creative instinct can be freed
to fly like the dream that lives in the realm
of the unconscious. To be authentic is a
gift connected to our basic instincts. The
dog understands this element. That is why
I have chosen to paint this picture.

8. Jenessa Goodman

12. Carol Holder

Jenessa is a NYC ex-pat who relocated
to Encinitas in 2011. Years of traveling
and living in a variety of locales have
colored the lens through which she views
life. Her imagery highlights the abstract
in nature, and the esoteric within the
familiar. Jenessa attended The School of
the Art Institute of Chicago, and holds a
BFA degree from The San Francisco Art
Institute.

Took a Wrong Turn
I have an attachment to these charming
creatures. It is easy to imagine them with
human characteristics. Like this Adelie who
“took a wrong turn” and ended up here in
Encinitas. Thank you Arts Alive for allowing
him to visit for a while.
carol@pannikincoffeeandtea.com

jenessagoodman.com

9. Michelle Hauswirth

13. Sara Hollingsworth

Wild Orchids: Hanging Around

Sense of Direction

Michelle Hauswirth is a single mom
pursuing her artistic dreams. “Wild
Orchids” is a series she began in 2012.
The concept of anthropomorphism and
the beauty, diversity, and humor of orchids
fuel the inspiration for this series. To
see more of Michelle’s art or to inquire
about commissions, visit www.
michellehauswirth.com.

May 2015 bring on new exciting
adventures on paths less traveled. No
concern needed on direction, only the gain
of experience on the journey.

10. Cutter Hays

14. Shannon Martin

This was inspired by the most beautiful
woman in the world, who happens to love
Hawaii. It was done in acrylics with some
reference, and took about a week to do
working a few hours a day. The colors are
bright. It would have been better done as
an oil painting, but I had to work with what
would stick to the vinyl banner.

Water Women
All girls dream of being a mermaid. What if
you could put your flippers on and become
one as you swim deeper into the sea? This
painting was inspired by many fun summer
days spent swimming, surfing, and playing
with friends at San Elijo beach. Contact:
sjmartin6@gmail.com
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15. Carole Mayne

19. Pario Art

Summer Daze

Sea House

Carole and her family have lived in
Leucadia 44 years. She has traveled
the world, painting on location with
her husband, Contractor and Avian
photographer, Chris Mayne. Visit
carolemayne.com to see her studio and
plein air artwork. Locally, her work can be
seen in Lotus Cafe and Self Realization
Fellowship.

My painting is also a name and logo for a
home. Along with the painting, the winning
bidder will get a digital file so that you can
use the logo on stationary, cups/glasses,
embroidery, stickers, stamps, clothing, etc.
Give your home identity while contributing
to local arts! For more, and to see the logo,
see Pario Art at www.Pario.org.

16. Kathleen McCord

20. Ned Porter

Gitana del Mar (Sea Gypsy)

My Donna Surfs

This painting represents my two passions:

This is my take on the Encinitas staple, The
Surfing Madonna. Spray paint and acrylic.

1. Flamenco music and dancing
2. The ocean and a few of its fabulous
creatures

17. Micaela Moriarty

21. Helaina Rain

Opposites

Canine Aquatic

Opposites is inspired by the beauty of the
miniature world around us and my own
need to slow down and appreciate the
little things. To help me remember that
it’s all my different sides and all the small
details of life that are what make me who
I am today.

Helaina Rain is an aspiring artist located
locally in Cardiff, California. Her
inspirations stem from her daily life and
her interactions with the people around
her. She hopes to further her education
as a growing artist in all fields as she
continues her schooling at San Dieguito
Academy.

18. Olivenhain Pioneer
School

22. Jennifer Richards

Inspired by Color

Jennifer’s banner pays tribute to bees –
mighty pollinators, phenomenal hexagonal
architects, and crafters of artisanal
honey. They are central to so much that
is Encinitas Grown, and our well-being
is connected to their well-being, so let’s
be good to them. Jennifer Richards’ oil
paintings are often inspired by the natural
serenity of Southern California.

Yasi Erwin, Siena Watson, and Rebecca
Lutz are three 6th grade students from
Olivenhain Pioneer Elementary who love to
paint. Pastels make them feel positive and
happy and they hope their composition
makes all those who see it feel the same.

Encinitas Grown - The Bee Banner

www.JenniferRichards.com
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23. Margi Saccomanno

27. Diane Stacey

At What Cost

{Besides saying nothing, words can never
express the true feeling of art...}

Our wild elephant population is predicted
to be extinct in ten years. The two chief
purchasers of illegal ivory are first China,
followed closely by the USA. The new
methods of slaughter are AK47s and
grenades. These gentle giants don’t
have a chance. Our grandchildren will
only experience these special creatures
in captivity. For no other reason but
monetary gain. At what cost?

A Dancer, known as an “Apsara”
She comes to Encinitas from a long way off
Sent to inspire the Holy Warriors of Truth,
Light and Love... a dance of spirit that all
can do
Waves of Bliss, leaves of intoxication...
I bow to you

24. Judy Salinsky

28. Anita Strine

Yogi Surf Crossing

Pears

Yogi Surf Crossing is a design of brilliant
color that represents the iconic surf
break and spiritual mecca that draws
tens of thousands of visitors each year to
Encinitas.
Visit my art... judysalinsky.com

25. Essenz Schenker

29. Elisabeth Sullivan

California Dreamin’

Hanging On to Paradise

As an artist, my top three inspirations are
love, nature, and music. This banner is a
perfect blend of just that. It illustrates
my love for where we live with poppy
flowers representing the dazzling nature
surrounding us, and the lyrics from the
groovy song California Dreamin’ by The
Mamas and The Papas.

Encinitas artist Elisabeth Sullivan’s acrylic
paintings and murals are inspired by her
fascination with the incredible forces of
nature and the magnificent creatures that
inhabit this beautiful planet.
www.elisabethsullivan.com
elisabethsullivanfineart@gmail.com
520-440-5436

Artist Blog: www.essenzastral.tumblr.com
Instagram: essenzastral

26. Terri Soppe

30. Vinnie Tessieri

Twilight Companions

Cool Night Breeze

Best friends are enjoying the serenity at
the end of the day by basking in the hues
of the heavens. The sunset walk is good for
both the soul and the sole.

Music and the ocean are a part of my
soul, and I’m grateful to capture this in my
painting.
vtessieri@yahoo.com
vtessieridesigns.com
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31. Jill Treadwell Svendsen

33. Steve Webb

Pomegranates

Fly Me to the Moon... from the series
The Acme Ball Company... from the
series Art for the Common Dog

Quote by poet Sohrab Sepehri:
I peel a pomegranate and say to myself
Weren’t it good if one could see the seeds
of people’s hearts
Tears come when the juice splashes in
my eyes

These chronicles are an attempt to counter
the avalanche of nightmares we all face
daily – Ebola, terrorism... etc., etc. I’m just
trying to lighten it up a little.

jilltreadwelldailypaintingproject.blogspot

32. Linda Volz

34. Laura K. Woodward

Street Patrol

Serenity

Walking down the street I turned west,
and in the underpass to 101, I saw this
joyous bulldog riding on his skateboard.
According to his master, when he was not
on it, he was staring at it. He represents to
me the dedicated, free spirit of our unique
community.

One of my favorite inspirational spots
at San Diego Botanical Garden is the lily
pond. One day while enjoying its beauty
and tranquility, a turtle slowly climbed out
of the water, lifting its head to bask in the
warm sun, joining me in my serenity.

ENCINITAS Large Banners

Located on lamp posts along Hwy. 101 from F St. to K St. (Size 30” x 84”)

35. Lauren Bartram

36. Victoria Bearden

Cellar Door

Praise to White Tara

A native of Encinitas, Lauren is a tattooer
at 454 Tattoo in the heart of Leucadia. She
graduated from UC Santa Cruz with a BS
in MCD Bio and a BA of Fine Arts. In her
off time she enjoys spending time with her
horse, Grace, and eating!

Tibetan Goddess White Tara symbolizes
compassion, purity, healing, and beauty.
To me, she represents my healing wishes
for the earth and all of her inhabitants.
Many Tara Blessings to all for 2015. Victoria
Bearden is a local artist, and professional
astrologer & psychic. Mystical women
and Goddesses figure strongly in her
artwork. This is her 5th year as an Arts Alive
banner artist. Art website: vbearden.com;
Astrology website: astrologervic.com.

Laurenbartram454@gmail.com
Instagram: laurenalexandralux
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37. Donna Butnik

41. Don Doerfler

Turtle Song

Endless Encinitas

As the fairy tale goes, a woman rides a
turtle to land above with her smoke box
guitar and fish hat.

Where else can you do some Yoga,
Meditate, and drop in on a world-class
wave – all from one parking lot? Welcome
to Swami’s!

www.artpaintings4decor.com

38. Roger Chandler

42. Bobbi Duley

Paradise

This year’s banner was greatly influenced
by my work as a graphic designer. An
adaptation of a pattern by Dutch artist
Eline Pellinkhof, it’s an unconventional
representation of the art of cross-stich
embroidery.

Paradise means a lot of things to a lot of
different people... but, to a surfer, paradise
is discovering perfect waves on tropical
beaches with beautiful locals to share it
with them.
Check out Chandler’s paradise at
www.artofparadise.com.

{for Glen & Evelyn and their love of yellow roses}
www.plaid-design.com

39. Bre Custodio

43. Cheryl Ehlers

Moody Pacific
The sun is setting but the ocean is still
very much awake. A wave of energy runs
through her. She collides with a reef that
lay resting just below the water’s surface.
The warm offshore winds collide with her
chilly waters. The sky won’t be outdone as
the sun makes a dramatic exit. I invite you
to find prints of my previous banners, as
well as more fine art at www.createdbybre.
com.

Reaching for the Stars This is a remake of
original artwork that has represented and
provided “hope, peace, and goodwill” for
organizations worldwide. It is a symbol of
“hope” for a cure for cancer, “world peace”
and “goodwill,” while empowering youth
in Japan, Italy, Germany, and the USA. It
is the cornerstone for The Stardust Arts
youth art program, and remains a simple
piece of art that relates to so many people.
Cherylehlersart.com or Thestardustarts.com
(760) 519-1551

40. Christopher Dillman

44. Mary Fleener

VDUB101

Fleener has been writing and drawing
underground comix since 1984. She also
paints on black velvet, and works in clay.
Inspirations are: Robert Crumb, Wifredo
Lam, The Futurists, Robyn Hitchcock,
Etta James, Rock and Roll and the color
turquoise.

A discovery of ‘The Bus’ along the
Encinitas 101.
A fine arts major from the University
of the Pacific, Christopher Dillman has
painted his admiration for Arts Alive and
North County San Diego since 2008. For
Christopher’s collection of work for Arts
Alive, please visit: www.fullblend.com.
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45. Stan Gafner

49. Jim Hornung

Abstract 1214.01 – Unification

[In collaboration with Benton Cosworth
Worthington III]

Stan Gafner is a local artist and
entrepreneur with family roots on the 101
dating back to the 1940s, including the
giant avocado tree behind Surfy Surfy!
Stan works with various media, ranging
from paint to photography, and metal to
fresh fruit artisan jams!

Sign Language Scholars around the
globe are attempting to document and
preserve the diversity of human linguistic
expressions. As languages die, established
systems of learning and knowledge
exchange can break down. Continued
study of this is an ongoing project of
Dr. Worthington and he appreciates the
chance to make Encinitas aware of this.

46. Stephen Frank Gary

50. Darlene Katz

Life is an ever changing landscape, not
always easily explainable. I look toward
the magical and positive, and try to reflect
how I feel via the mechanism of art. My art
can be found at Garyart.com.

Bravissimo!

47. May Hoegen

51. Christopher Law

Mannies love to play, and at the same time,
they are a massive joy to look at. Manatees
are so dreamy. I will never forget the time I
spent playing with them so sweet.

Angel of Hope

48. Bob Hord

52. Jim McConlogue

A nice guy who draws.

Surf Beacons

The positioning of hands and feet, the
tilt of the head and neck, the facial
expression, posture, the effect of shadow
and light – combined details create
the unique movement of performance
art. Painting one moment allows us to
appreciate these details while preserving
the experience inherent in the total
performance. See more of my work:
www.studiokatz.com.

Audrey is an Angel of Hope silently
praying to her Mother Earth. This earthly
child reflected back is ever knowing and
watching over with love.

Jim’s banner this year depicts the classic
break at Beacons. As with Jim’s previous
banners, look for reproductions made as
giclée prints. Jim is represented by the
Leucadia Art Gallery and Corner Frame
Shop and Wall Street Art In Framing in La
Jolla. Call or order a print online at www.
JimMcConlogue.com.
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53. Patti McDuffie

57. Karen Real-Athens

Beacon’s View

pattimcduffie@gmail.com

Endangered2Extinction Fine Art
Paintings, Sculptures, Murals, Restoration.
BFA in Fine Art Painting, Design Color
Theory, Visual Communications,
Printmaking, Photography. Artist in Ireland,
Mexico, West Indies. Exhibited across USA
with collectors worldwide. She combines
acrylics, watercolor, pastels, ink, collages,
vibrant colors and images from exotic
places she has traveled to and lived.
Canvas, wood and paper. Available for
commissioned work. be.net/karenathens

54. Ann Muriel

58. Lisa Roche

Skywave

Cat Nap

Dolphin swims the line, Deep ocean wind
swelling up, Wingtips skim skywave.
I found the arcing curve of the wave in
the graceful arch of a squash stem. The
comfort of repetition and pattern flowed
easily into familiar coastal forms. Emerging
color deepened the seascape. Irresistible
movement sways and swings through the
painting. It made me laugh to paint it.
annie@amurielyoga.com

If we were all King of the Jungle in our
dreams, we’d sleep 18 hours a day too! Lisa
is an award-winning oil painter, residing
in North County, and she is so excited
to be back as part of the banner project
after a one year hiatus! Lisa’s paintings are
found in private collections throughout the
U.S., and she LOVES to fulfill commission
requests, especially oil portraits! View
her work / contact her at: www.
gypsycreations.com / 760.889.2782

55. Martin Nasim

59. Julie Ann Stricklin

Jellies Tale The work of the emerging
artist Martin Nasim is inspiring and
moving. It’s natural to fall in love with the
vibrant and dynamic colors, the confident
lines and the original details of his art.
Passionate and imaginative, his creations
bring beauty and joy to our life. The media
he uses is inventive, diverse and unique.
His animated, spirited and energetic
paintings, drawings and surfboard designs
have been admired and treasured by
collectors worldwide.

Nature’s Sermon Through Abandoned
Bones

56. Donn Angel Perez Lopez

60. Grace Swanson

ARCHITECTURALLY charged, the ART is
energy in constant flux.

Under the Sea

A native Southern Californian, Patti’s love
of the ocean and lagoons is reflected in
her paintings. Favorite subjects include
seascapes, landscapes, wildlife, shells and
flowers. Patti taught art for 11 years at a
local elementary school and is a preschool
teacher who brings art of the masters
to very young children. She believes that
hands-on learning is key at any age.

You only have to look past decay,
destruction and man made bones to see
nature’s restless desire to thrive. The
natural process of life manages to take
over the abandoned. Nature teaches
through action. We just have to pay
attention, look, listen and remove ego to
understand nature’s sermon.

“There’s nothing wrong with enjoying
looking at the surface of the ocean itself,
except that when you finally see what
goes on underwater, you realize that
you’ve been missing the whole point of the
ocean. Staying on the surface all the time
is like going to the circus and staring at the
outside of the tent.” – Dave Barry
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61. Cris Weatherby

62. Christina Zeller

Cris has been painting and drawing for
over 25 years. Her award-winning work
in watercolor is held in many private
collections and may currently be seen at
the San Diego Watercolor Society and at
www.crisweatherby.com. She teaches two
weekly seminars in her private studio in
Encinitas, as well as annual classes for the
San Dieguito Art Guild. She is currently
the workshop director for the San Diego
Watercolor Society.

Me Ke Aloha Pumehana
Me Ke Aloha Pumehana ~ With the
Warmth of My Love

CARDIFF Banners

Located on lamp posts in the Cardiff Town Center and Restaurant Row
on Hwy. 101 (Size 30” x 84”)

63. Matthew Antichevich

65. Billy Barnett

I am honored to be part of this banner
program. Thank you all for your hard work.

Inspired by nature and fueled by Mtn
Dew. Billy has been creating artwork
in various mediums his whole life. He’s
been tattooing for 20 years – 18 of them
in North County San Diego. He’s the
owner and one of the artists at EVENTIDE
TATTOO located in Cardiff. Come by next
time yer at VG Donuts or Besta-Wan. Also,
check out www.eventidetattoo.com.

antichev@aol.com
cell (951) 306-8692

64. Melina Antichevich
Fischer

66. Aaron Bravo

Plumeria

Aaron Bravo is a San Diego native who
enjoys playing in the ocean, drawing,
painting and sewing. He can also be found
playing guitar in his family band which
includes his 4 year old daughter and 2
year old son. Aaron spends his nights in
his garage/workshop painting, making,
creating and dreaming. For more on Aaron
please visit www.seapodcollective.com.

Melina works as an Art Therapist and
Marriage and Family Therapist at Sharp
Mesa Vista. She lives with her husband in
Carlsbad, California. Her inspiration for this
piece came from one of her recent travels
to the island of Kauai. Melina loves art,
traveling, the ocean, and enjoying God’s
creation.
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Poor Reception

67. Alycia M. Drube

71. Daniel Hernandez

Kelp Forest
Alycia M. Drube is a local Interior Painting
Artisan, painting private murals in the
San Diego County coastal area. Inspired
by the beauty of nature and the passion
of Cardiff locals, she – with the help of
her community – chose kelp as a vibrant
representation of the easy flow in Cardiff.

Hi, my name is Daniel Hernandez and I
make stuff! I have been a professional
artist since the age of 12 when I sold my
first drawings as the youngest member of
the Ramona Art Guild. Born in San Diego, I
am grateful to be creating fine art, murals
and hand lettered signs. My website is:
www.MakestuffSD.com.

68. Lila Fulton

72. Chelsea Hogate

Clown of the Sea

101 Coastals

I enjoy the bounty the sea offers and the
Dolphin is one of those amazing creatures
that encourages us to laugh and be
amazed at the same time. They seem to
enjoy entertaining us with their curiosity. I
first painted this for my granddaughter on
a 48 x 30 canvas.

There once were original locals
Who were creative and FRIENDLY and
social
Their ways were inventive and hopeful
The founders of all that is noble
They were open to all that is soulful
Never arrogant or rude, never boastful
The way it once was for the 101 coastals

69. Karin Grow

73. Carter Kepler

Harry the Heron

My name is Carter Kepler and I am eight
years old. I have been painting and
drawing for about four years now. My dad,
Chris Kepler, has been a big influence in
my life and art design.

A tribute to my dad who spent countless
hours doing volunteer work for the San
Elijo Lagoon Conservancy. His love and
respect for nature has made a lasting
impact on my family and all that were
lucky enough to know him.
www.karingrow.etsy.com
Instagram= karingrow

70. Bryan Helfand

74. Chris Kepler

The Cycle Continues

I am a local San Diego artist who has been
painting for over 30 years. Recently, I have
started getting back to my line drawing
where I like playing with abstract forms
and applying either recognizable shapes or
figures within the forms.

Plain and simple... I love creating
something from nothing.
www.bryanhelfand.com
bryanhelfand@sbcglobal.net
760.453.8804
Please contact me if you would like to
become a collector of my art.
BRYAN HELFAND / FREELANCE ARTIST /
760.453.8804 / www.bryanhelfand.com
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75. Kids for Peace

79. Paint Encinitas

[Hope Elementary Chapter, featuring
Jennifer Hardy]

[In collaboration with Taylor Gallegos
and Jax Meyers]

You make my heart sing!

Public Art is the Flower of Society

Hope Kids for Peace dedicates this year’s
banner to our San Diego community. We
hold you in our hearts as we create a
Peaceful and Kind World.

When a plant is healthy and fully
developed, flowers bloom. When a society
is healthy and fully developed, public
art is fostered and supported. Let’s keep
blossoming Encinitas!
www.PaintEncinitas.org
www.TayloredArt.co

76. Artie Mattson
Mid-Century Modern Encinitas

80. San Dieguito Academy
High School

Welcome to the whimsical world of Artie
Mattson. My art is in perpetual motion –
a series of small human-like happenings
spilling into each other, rolling until they
become one drawing. View my works at
staffmagazine.com/folios/artiemattson.

[Parent: Paola Gjata with 11th grader
Evan Brownell, 10th graders Gabi Gjata
and Natalie Shields]

77. Mariah Mercado

81. Debbie Schaefer

Sunset Solution

So happy to participate once again in 2015.
Thanks to Norma and Danny the tradition
continues.

Mariah Mercado is a freshman at Carlsbad
High. She can often be found taking in
the evening sunset while perched atop
her board in the ocean. “Sunset Solution”
displays a perfect day’s end. Mariah
plans to continue growing in her artistic
abilities with hopes of one day illustrating
children’s books.

Calla Lilies por Vida
This year we were inspired by Diego
Rivera’s passion and boldness. The artist’s
share of the proceeds will go to the San
Dieguito Academy Foundation.

A Quiet Moment
Honor
Our Earth
Preserve
Enhance
debbieschaefer@msn.com

78. John Moseley

82. Marilyn Shayegan

Ecstatic Dancer

Marilyn Shayegan is well known for her
watercolors and pet portraits. She has won
numerous awards, including Best of Show.
Marilyn’s work is currently on exhibit at
Offtrack Gallery in Encinitas. Marilyn is
a local resident of Cardiff and also is an
accomplished flutist. Visit her at www.
marilynshayeganwatercolors.com or call
her at (760) 943-9241.

Art by John Moseley, www.johnmoseley.
com.
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83. Tamara Totman
Ganesh is always overgenerous and
copious. He reminds us that Universal Flow
is a virtuous thing and that our needs are
always met in this moment and the next.
We need to silence our minds more and
worry less about the “small” things... Just
as the defined edges of our future are
beyond us, so too are the boundaries of
our past behind us. Where we came from
is not relevant here, only the person we
have become... Rest assured that we are
protected and loved.

LEUCADIA Banners

Located on lamp posts along Hwy. 101 from La Costa Blvd. to A St. (Size 30” x 84”)

84. Michael Amorillo

86. Janice Erickson Nolan

Mystic Majestic

True Grandview

Mystic Majestic was a eucalyptus tree in
Leucadia. I would see her every day on my
daily walk to surf Grandview. I used to take
photos of her as a source of inspiration.
Majestic was taken down so I wanted
to create something in her memory. This
painting is what I imagine her energy
would look like as it illuminates for all to
see.

Grandview is a grand view of palms,
beautiful sunsets and great surf. It is truly
one of our most beautiful locations. As a
teenager, I rode my bike from our home on
Naiad to Beacons Beach. Every sunset was
heavenly, and I am blessed to have grown
up here.

www.michaelamorillo.com

85. Steve Burrows

87. Casey Gomez

Leucadia Soul

Growth // Expand

Local Encinitas artist Steve Burrows shows
his love of surf, travel and adventures
through his art. Find him online at
burritoart.com.

A self-taught artist from Southern
California, Casey Gomez takes an organic
approach to pen & ink. Specializing in
clean, repetitive lines influenced by
ancient art forms such as sacred geometry
and mandalas. Each piece drawn without
a sketch or plan, letting the design evolve
from a felt sense to a tangible image.
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88. Debe Hersey

92. Jeff Linsenbard

The Fisherman

Any Way the Wind Blows

Pelicans are magnificent! Prehistoric, their
species dates back 30 million years. Let’s
honor their habitat by the ocean so we can
continue to watch them gracefully skim
the waters as they fish for food. Debe is
a silk artist and co-owner and stylist at
Cheeky Sh’iki Salon in Leucadia.
www.artwhimsy.com

89. Garit Imhoff

93. Judy Mock

Dusk at a Beach in Leucadia on
New Year’s Day

Love is In the Air

This year Kirk Van Allyn created a labyrinth
for the community at Grandview Beach.
The evening star, Venus, looks on as it
melts into the ocean and another day
passes into eternity.

He saw her in the garden where... this love
he knew he had to share.
He pushed the vapors with fanfare. Soon a
heart formed in midair.
He won the love of maiden fair. They built
a nest with room to spare.
He left a gift – in fact, a pair!

90. Karob Studios

94. Janeane Povilaitis

The Lady of the Sea

Infinite Universal Energy

The mermaid to us is the embodiment
of the power and grace of the sea. This
piece is a gesture of gratitude for all that
she shares, homage to her generosity and
beauty. Please enjoy this tribute to our
community and share the myriad blessings
of our beloved waters.

Janeane has been a professional San Diego
artist for 10 years. She has showcased her
artwork at many venues downtown such
as Hard Rock Hotel, Stingaree, Ivy and W.
She has taught painting for 4 years with
several studios and with Grumbacher
Paint Company. Her favorite mediums are
acrylic, watercolor and blacklight paint.
She enjoys painting skies, motorcycles,
scenery and the open road.
www.bluedreamcatcher.com

91. Shelby Ling

95. Bradford Schneider

My obsession with plants and simple
spaces have led me to start painting
collections of my favorite things, modern
still lifes. This piece is a large example of
some of my other very small, intricate
pieces. I am excited and honored to share
things I find interesting with others.

Dragon
Inspired by a Hokasai painting of an air
dragon flying among dark clouds. My
banner was done using old house paint
and spray paint. I own 454 Tattoo in
Encinitas and dragons are one of my
favorite and most challenging subjects
to try and tattoo, draw or paint.
www.454tattoo.com
Instagram: @tattoobrad
760.942.2333
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96. Jeanette Shires

98. Bruce Stewart

Fantasea Fish #2

Fula Bula, Semisi

Neptune’s sentinels patrolling the living
corals in the depths of the great seas.
Second of a series by Jeanette Shires
focusing on the living jewels of Neptune’s
Realm.

Semisi Ma’u and his band, Fula Bula (“Big
Hello” in Tongan), have been entertaining
area music lovers for decades with
energizing performances, often as
fundraisers for those in need. In this spirit,
proceeds from the sale of my banner will
be donated to the non-profit Kainga Music
School to help young people fulfill their
musical dreams. More of my work can be
viewed at Off Track Gallery or online at
www.OneOceanArt.etsy.com.

SAVE OUR OCEANS

97. Brett Simmons

99. Zack Suhadolnik

Aloha Redwood King

The Red Tide

Spit from a twisted blue cave, The
Redwood King appears; holes for eyes with
silhouettes of distant mountain ranges
filling the void.
Surfboard in hand, grown from
‘ecofriendly’ recycled splinters, dyed poppy
orange, forged in the wild fires of stoke,
and held together with pure Vision and
sappy tears.

This piece is an abstract depiction
of red tide and the ensuing glow of
phosphorescence, a stunning phenomenon
produced by the bioluminescence of
organisms on the surface of the sea.

Thank You
There are many individuals who put much of their heart and soul, and personal time
into making this event not only happen but be a great success. Please take
a minute to thank them when you have the opportunity.

All the Artists
Danny Salzhandler
Carris Rhodes
Tess Radmill
Stephen Whalen
Bobbi Duley
Julie Ann Stricklin
Richard Houk

Creative Energy
Program Coordinator | President, 101 Artists’ Colony
Director, Leucadia 101 Main Street
Director, Cardiff 101 Main Street
Photography | stephenwhalenphotography.com
Auction Guide | plaid-design.com
Bookmarks | julieannstricklin.com
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Bidder’s Notes:

Place your silent bid by calling Leucadia 101 at (760) 436-2320
Bidding starts at $150 (plus tax). Final bids are accepted at the Live Auction.
(Proceeds are split 50/50 between the artist and the respective non-profit presenting organizations.)

2015 Arts Alive Exhibit Sponsors:

Leucadia Sponsor

Encinitas Sponsor

Cardiff Sponsor

Media Sponsor

View the art or download this year’s Auction Guide at artsaliveencinitas.com or 101artistscolony.com.

